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The challenge 
Safety aspect of cryogenic 
equipment is a recurrent matter

Differences of design practices, 
understanding of risk and 
technical solutions

Many difficulties inside 
international collaborations and 
between labs and industry

Potentially serious 
consequences on project 
schedules and expenses
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The AMICI proposal 
Organise and coordinate a CEN 
working group

Compose a draft European 
safety Standard for cryogenic 
equipment

Assess dynamic codes for 
incident modelling

Define scope of future 
development for standardisation 
of a dynamic model
WP5.3 – Description
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Motivation
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Aim of CEN/TC 268/WG6:  
New European Standard on „Helium Cryostats –  
Protection against excessive pressure“
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Organisations contributing to CEN/TC 268/WG6
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Summary of Standardisation project
11 site meetings + web conferences of  
CEN/TC 268/WG6

Publication of the draft European Standard 
planned for end 2019

Harmonisation with the Pressure Equipment 
Directive (PED) in a subsequent step via CEN  
HAS Consultants after publication
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Actual status 









Planned 3rd PhD project on dynamic 
helium cryostat safety model 
within KIT-CERN cooperation

20-30 additional tests with different 




Explore possibilities of normative 
dynamic algorithm and normative 
solution strategy
Dynamic modelling of incidents
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MATERIAL DATABASES (AMICI WP5.2)
PART II: Mohammed Fouaidy (IPN)
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Main objective: 
Create a common reference database dedicated to





Start to fill it with relevant data

Three steps approach: 
1. Collect an initial set of basic data relevant to  
material and components specifications 

2. Provide a possible structure for the database

3. Develop and implement a professional database 
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Main goal of WP5.2
Only steps 1) and 2) in 
the framework of AMICI 
Step 3) to be resourced 
in a next phase
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Philosophy of the DB structure
2M. Fouaidy 2nd AMICI INDUSTRY FORUM  Brussels                            17/09/2019







Philosophy of Database structure
Machine structure (layout)  
Part # 1         Particle Production  (Source)  
Part # 2           Low Energy Beam Transport (LEBT)
Part #N
Functionnal breakdown structure
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Example: SRF cryomodule









Flanges : SS, NbTiComponents
Thermal Shield: Cu, Al
Tank : SS, Ti
Vacuum vessel: SS
Material Properties
Material, Grade, Purity treatment, metallurgy
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AMICI material DB demonstrator
Implemented (web application)
Example:  
SRF Niobium (Nb) 
Accelerating  Cavity  
Effect of plastic deformation 
on the thermal conductivity 
of Nb 
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Philosophy of AMICI DB structure  (based on functional breakdown)

Definition of what should be included in the AMICI–DB

Survey of existing databases and data useful for accelerators and magnets

Bibliography, collection of first set of data for AMICI–DB

Choice of software for DB development and architecture

Development of AMICI–DB demonstrator

Deliverable D5.1  ‘Definition of the possible structure and content of a 
database for materials and components’  (In final reviewing stage)

AMICI–DB implementation (To be done in a next EU supported project?) 
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Status of WP5.2 and outlook
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